
The etched 
grooves will 
securely hold 
the removable 
shelves
in place.

Our stackable 
design gives you the 

option for much 
more storage space.

FEATURES

Secure: Your shelves are firmly held into place with the help of our 
etched grooves.
Durable: Each shelf is made from MDF, guaranteeing its strength for 
holding heavier loads.
Color Options: Our organizers are available in black, white, and 
medium oak, guaranteed to fit your aesthetic.
Customizable: The removable shelves allow you to modify your 
organizer to be able to hold a variety of o�ce supplies.
Accommodating: We designed our desk organizer to be stackable 
catering to compact areas and creating more storage space.

SPECS

Weight: 11.02 lbs.
Included: All necessary hardware
Dimensions: 11.02” H x 13.98” W x 10.08” D

COLOR OPTIONS

Black White Medium Oak
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Life is crazy and messy, but you can help yourself, sta�, and students 
stay as organized as possible with our Stackable Desk Organizer with 
Removable Shelves. Its versatility allows it to be employed anywhere, 
such as at school, o�ces, or daycares. Our customizable organizer’s 
shelves can be removed and customized depending on the items you 
want to put into the slots. It can store papers, files, or even larger items 
like art projects, o�ce supplies, and binders. The shelves are held into 
place and will securely hold your items with the help of the etched 
grooves. They are created from sturdy finished MDF material available 
in various colors; our contemporary Stackable Desk Organizer with 
Removable Shelves will seamlessly blend into your room and outlast 
cheap cardboard alternatives. Time is of the essence; thus, we 
designed our organizer for easy assembly that will not stagger over 
time. Additionally, they can be stacked on top of each other, which is 
excellent for consolidated o�ce areas, servicing more people, and 
creating more storage space. You are getting a long-lasting product that 
will help you maintain order and locate essential items immediately.
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Desk Organizer with Removable Shelves


